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2. 'n Kort oorsig van die betrokke literatuur word aangehaal.
3. Die feit dat derm-sis van die duodenum oorweging

fioet geniet by diagnose van aangebore hipertrofiese stenose
van die piloris word benadruk.

4. Die beste behandeling word kortliks bespreek.

We wish to express our gratitude to Dr. J. Frack Medical
Superintendent of the Baragwanath Hospital, for his permission
to publish this case, and to Dr. I. J. P. Burger for his histological
report.
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THE CO JTROL OF ALCOHOLISM AS A MEASURE OF EFFICIE CY
IN MA AGEME T

BORlS SEREBRO, B.A., M.B., B.CH., B.A.a. (DuBL.), Johannesburg

'Every effort has been made since the end of the Second World
War to obtain sufficient suitable recruits for the running staff (of
the Tramways Department), not cnly to complete the establish
ment necessary for the operations of scheduled services, but to
offset the continual wastage of personnel . .. It is imperative
that the maximum services be obtained from every available
man. One factor militating against optimum labour potential
from a large body of workers is the loss of efficiency brought
about by alcoholism. This problem is one faced not only by the
Tramways Department, but by large employers of labour through
out the world and various methods have been and are being tried
in an effort to combat the growth of what has come to be recog
nized as a disease1 threatening the social structure of the community.
We, the City Council of Johannesburg, agree to assist in the
Alcoholic Rehabilitation Scheme conducted by Dr. Boris Serebro."

This extract is an example of progressive industrial thinking
by a local authority, which motivated the decision taken by the
City Council of Johannesburg at its 824th Ordinary Meeting in
December 1954. 3

The management directive indicated above was put into
oPeration by the Unit of the Alcoholic Rehabilitation
Scheme which I conducted, and the facilities of this Unit
were extended to all emp'loyees from all departments of
the City Council of Johannesburg. At the same time, all
heads of departments of the City Council who are con
cerned with management were made aware of these facilities
for the treatment and the rehabilitation of their alcohol
addicted employees. Likewise trade unions and the Staff
Association, representing the labour aspect, were informed
of the facilities available for their members who are em
ployed by the various municipal departments.*
Human Relations in Management

The conscious acceptance of positive attitudes in the field
of human relations, particularly with regard to good labour
management relations, is a necessary prerequisite in the
approach to the problem of alcoholism. 5 The management
that accepts this premise must obviously realize the mana
gerial implications of the principle, particularly in respect
of its personnel planning and policy. Furthermore, the
acceptance of this principle indicated clearly that in the
municipal administration management was in accord with
the City Council and its efforts to prevent the continual
man-power wastage and to facilitate the recruitment of
personnel.6 At the same time an example was set to the
community as a whole.

From the point of view of human relations in manage
ment the municipal departments may be characterized in

* The financial assistance which the City Council gave to the
Unit was terminated in April 1957.'

3 groups according as (I) both management and labour,
(2) either management or labour, or (3) neither management
nor labour, are interested in the human relations aspect of
their personnel.

EffeCT of Good Human RelaTions on The Alcohol-addicTion Rate
in Departmenral Personnel

(a) Where management and labour were both seriously
concerned with human relations as affecting departmental
personnel, we found that there was good cooperation be
tween these two interests in dealing with alcoholism. Both
made it their business to ensure that alcohol-addicted workers
were 'spotted', interviewed and encouraged to undergo
treatment and rehabilitation by my Unit. Treatment in the
majority of cases was obligatory and was made a condition
of continuing employment.7 Dismissal was used as a .final
resort and was applied only when this condition was not
fulfilled. In fact, it was not the management but the alcoholic
worker that 'fired' himself. This encouragement and the
directing of the alcohol-addict worker to the Unit revealed
the extent of alcohol addiction in the department. Labour
cooperation facilitated both treatment and rehabilitation.
In one instance labour cooperated by supplying the Unit
with social-relations officers drawn from the ranks of the
workers themselves.8 These men called at the homes of
alcohol-addicted workers and treatment was much helped
by the effective contact established by the social-relations
officers, who 'spoke the same language' as the worker and
appreciated the peculiarities and difficulties of the job and
its specialized environment.

(b) A management in a department without the co·
operation of labour, can do much for the alcohol-addicted
worker, but is handicapped in 'spotting' the alcoholic, and
as a result is unable to discover the extent of alcohol addiction
in the department. Similarly, labour in the form of an active
trade union, without the cooperation of management, could
not make the treatment and rehabilitation of addicted
rank-and-file workers obligatory. This compulsion, basically
economic, is essential for the ultimate well-being of the
individual alcoholic."

(c) In a minority of the City Council's departments a
situation was found where neither management nor labour
was interested in the human-relation aspect of their employees.
For example, in a big department with large numbers of
employees no alcohol-addicted workers were directed to
the Unit. We knew that the alcohol-addiction rate of City
Council European employees as a whole was about 12 %,10
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and therefore that the fact that no alcoholics came to the
Unit from this large department did not indicate that there
were no alcohol-addicted workers in the department, but
that neither labour nor management took an interest
in the employees' human relations. The management of
this department had totally ignored the directive issued by
the City Council.

The Alcohol-addiction Rate of a Department as a Measure of
Management and General Efficiency

(a) A relatively high alcohol-addiction rate in the workers
of a department may be the result of an active human
relation policy on the part of management and/or labour
and the directing of suitable cases to the Unit for therapy,
and this could usually be equated with good labour-manage
ment relations. In such a department communication was
adequate on all levels, job morale was high, and absenteeism,
including sickness absenteeism, was not excessive, while
trading accounts were most profitable. This high general
efficiency bore a direct relationship to a high alcohol-addic
tion rate, which indicated effective control of the alcoholics
in the department.

(b) Management or labour acting alone results in a lower
alcohol-addiction rate in a department. In such a depart
ment we noticed that communication was of the oscillating
variety and was dependent on the changing moods and
tensions in the management itself. Human relations were
often strained. The sickness-absenteeism rate was high
and the trading accounts left much to be desired. The
dismissal rate of known alcoholics was high, while the
labour turn-over gave cause for alarm. The index of effi
ciency of the department bore a direct relationship to the
lower alcohol-addiction rate, which was indicative of in
adequate control of alcoholics in the department.

(c) Where neither management nor labour was interested
in the human-relations aspect of their workers, few if any
were directed to the Unit. This indicated that communica
tion had broken down at all levels in the department and
that as a consequence all actions and decisions taken by the
management were viewed with suspicion. A minimal or
nil alcohol-addiction rate showed that there was no control
at all of the alcohol-addicted workers, and reflected ad
versely on the general efficiency of the department.

The reference to a Unit of alcohol-addicted workers from
an industrial organization, resulting from adequate attention
to the human relations of the workers, acts both as a diag
nostic and prognostic tool in the hands of a scientifically
orientated methods and organization division, or personnel
or staff department, and is an indication of the management
efficiency level.

SUMMARY

The City Council of Johannesburg assisted in maintammg
a Unit for the purpose of treating and rehabilitating workers
addicted to alcohol in its departments. Management and
labour in the departments were made aware of the facilities
provided for alcohol-addicted workers by an Alcoholic
Rehabilitation Scheme in Johannesburg.

The departments differ according to the interest manage
ment and labour show in the human relations aspect of the
workers. Where human relations are adequate as the result
of cooperation between labour and management, the ad
dicted workers are referred to the Unit and the recorded
alcohol-addiction rate in the workers is high; without such
cooperation it is lower, and in a few departments where
neither management nor labour is interested there is a
minimal or nil alcohol-addiction return.

A high alcohol-addiction rate was found to be indicative
of good labour management relations, and was also reflected
in high general efficiency. Similarly a low addiction rate
was found to be proportionally indicative of lack of interest
in human relations and of low general departmental effi
ciency.
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THE LEIPOLDT-NORTIER MEMORIAL LIBRARY *
R. L .....NE FoRSYTII, M.CH., F.R.C.S. (IRE.)

In the entrance hall of Medical House, Cape Town, there is a
bronze plaque to the memory of Dr. C. Louis Leipoldt, a former
Editor of our Journal and Organizing Secretary of our Association.
On this tablet are inscribed the words 'poet and physician' and
I suppose in years to come these two words will be all that passers
by will see and note. However, since before you this afternoon
on your agenda there is a letter from Clanwilliam drawing your
attention to the fact that a Leipoldt- ortier Memorial Library
has been erected in that town, and requesting donations towards
its completion, I thought that it would perhaps not be out of
place to remind yol1 of something of the man whose memory is
being thus honoured.

Leipoldt came from missionary stock; he was born in 1880
in Worcester in the home of his grandfather, the Rev. Louis E
Esselen. His father, the Rev. Christiaan Leipoldt, was for many
years pastor of the Dutch Reformed Church at Clanwilliam and
• Abridged version of an address to the South Eastep' Division of the Cape
Western Branch (M.A.S.A.) on 7 March 1959. .

it was here that C. Louis Leipoldt spent his childhood and adoles
cence. He did not go ·to school but received his education at
home in history, classics, Dutch, English, German and French.
His reading was wide in the little village library which was sub
sequently destroyed in the Anglo-Boer War. In Clanwil.ljam,
too, he came into contact with Dr. Harry Bolus, the noted botanist,
who not only was to play a great part in stimulating Leipoldt's
interest in the flora of the country, but whose generosity made it
possible for Leipoldt to pursue the study of medicine.

He accordingly entered Guy's Hospital in 1902 for this purpose
and won gold medals for both medicine and surgery. But medicine
did not occupy his whole attention for he took much interest in
\\'Titing essays and articles for various journals and worked under
Escoffier, the distinguished French chef at the Ritz.

After qualifying, he toured the hospitals of Europe in a journal
.istic capacity; he took a trip at sea and then returned to gain the
ER.C.S. In 1910 he became an inspector of schools in London
and in 1912 he toured the Middle and Far East.


